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THE CHALLENGE

Bangor Savings Bank is based in Bangor, Maine and was founded in 1852. It
is the largest independent community bank in the state and has more than
$2.2 billion in assets. Bangor operates 55 branches and competes with the
biggest banks in New England. Bangor has a reputation for thoughtful
growth and financial conservatism.
Bangor has built a very successful retail banking business by always placing
an emphasis on customer experience and providing high value products and
services. The bank invests in state-of-the-art technology to improve the
customer experience on an ongoing basis, and in 2008, decided to look at the potential benefits of instantly
issuing MasterCard–branded debit cards at bank branches.
According to Joyce Clark-Sarnacki, Senior Vice President and Director of Retail Experience, the challenge
was to build a business case for instant issuance and then launch an innovative program to provide
customers with a personalized check card at the time they opened a checking account. The bank also
wanted the ability to offer an immediate replacement check card in the branch if a card was lost, stolen or
compromised.

“

“

Bangor believed that instant issuance would play an important role in developing customer relationships. It
would introduce and reinforce the message that a check card is a key component of a deposit relationship
and a preferred method of payment.
Instant issuance would also create an environment
for the new account representative to educate the
cardholder on the benefits of electronic payments
and encourage use of the card-- increasing check
card adoption and usage rates, and increasing
interchange income.	
  
	
  
Finally, instant issuance would dramatically
improve the customer experience as it pertains to
selecting, receiving and activating a check card.
Ultimately, it would place the bank on par with the
delivery level of banks with top tier sophistication in
technology and customer experience.
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When  evaluating  all  components  of  deposit  
product  delivery  at  Bangor  Savings  Bank,  there  
was  one  customer  “pain  point”  -  the  time  a  
customer  would  wait  from  account  opening  to  
when  they  received  a  check  card  and  a  system-
generated  PIN  in  the  mail.

Joyce Clark-Sarnaki
SVP, Director Retail Banking Experience
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THE SOLUTION
Building a Business Case for Instant Issuance
Bangor first began building the business case for instant issuance by evaluating the account opening
experience for new customers. They looked at the geographical locations and staffing at each branch and
carefully assessed the current process for issuing check cards and ATM cards. The bank offered one
standard card design, with card information transmitted daily from the bank’s electronic banking
department to Elan, its debit card processor, who then transmitted a file to Shoreline Business Solutions
for fulfillment of mailed cards. The card was printed and mailed to the customer via U.S. mail by
Shoreline, with a system-generated PIN sent by Shoreline one day later so as to not have the card and
the PIN mailer delivered to the customer’s mailbox on the same day. This process was taking up to 10
days, sometimes longer. Once both mailings were received, the customer had to activate the card by
going to a Bangor ATM and performing a transaction at which time the customer could select a new
personalized PIN.
The bank analyzed the competition and found TD Bank was already offering permanent, instant issuance
check cards with customer selected PINs at limited locations and that within 12 months would be offering
it at all locations in Bangor’s market. Other major banks were also implementing instant issuance
programs.

“

“

The bank evaluated the impact of instant issuance technology on IT operations in terms of software
distribution, integration with the Jack Henry core banking system and the account opening process. It
carefully considered both internal security
issues and MasterCard requirements for
instant issuance. The bank assessed the
resource requirements and the number of
Instant  issuance  is  currently  offered  in  larger  
employees that would be impacted. Bangor
banks  against  which  we  compete  successfully  in  
looked at the operational requirements,
most  other  categories  and  is  perceived  by  a  
including the installation and maintenance of
growing  number  of  customers  as  an  expectation,  
the card printers, inventory management of
while  still  being  new  enough  to  “Wow.”
card stock, and administering user access to
the instant issuance system.
Joyce Clark-Sarnaki
SVP, Director Retail Banking Experience

Finally, the bank performed a risk assessment
and financial analysis to determine the
potential income and/or costs for implementing
instant issuance. Bangor was particularly interested in the effect of instant issuance on key debit card
metrics such as days to first point of sale transaction, card activation levels and usage rates. The
business case relied heavily on the fact that the customer would leave the branch with a live debit card,
while their physical check order would take up to 10 days to arrive, making earlier adoption and more
frequent use of debit cards to access checking balances more likely. While customer experience was
seen as the key driver, the potential increase in interchange fees and savings in card production costs
were important factors as well.
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Vendor Selection
Bangor’s risk analysis department carefully scrutinized
proposals from three different vendors that provided
instant issuance software and hardware. Each vendor
was required to submit a multipage qualifying
questionnaire as well as a technical scoping
questionnaire that addressed items such as security
encryption, database integration and card printing
technology. A demonstration and a formal presentation
were also required and each vendor was asked to
estimate the potential lift in debit card metrics that the
bank could expect.

Software
Leading  instant  issuance  solution  for  Visa®  
and  Mastercard ®  debit  and  credit  cards.
Implemented  in  hundreds  of  financial  
institutions  and  thousands  of  branches.
For  magstripe,  contactless,  EMV ®  
compliant  cards,  and  NFC  applications.

Datacard® CardWizard® Instant Issuance Software
After a lengthy evaluation, Bangor selected Datacard®
CardWizard® instant issuance software and associated
Datacard® FCP 20/20 card printers. The bank felt that
the CardWizard software offered the strongest features
and the company demonstrated excellent cooperation,
patience, and a good sense of team work during the
selection process.
Bangor was particularly impressed with the
CardWizard software ease of implementation and its
proven compatibility with the bank’s existing Jack
Henry Passport processing system. The bank also felt
that the FCP 20/20 card printer was state-of-the-art
technology because of its capability to produce flat,
unembossed cards with customized images; this
printer could potentially print unlimited card designs
using only white card stock branded with the
MasterCard logo.
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FCP  20/20  Card  Printer
Creates  “flat”  unembossed  financial  
cards  that  comply  with  Visa  and  
Mastercard  operating  regulations.
Custom  graphics,  color  card-printing,  
magstripe  encoding,  and  smart  card  
programming  are  fully  supported.  
Enhanced  security  options  are  built-in.
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PILOT STUDY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Bangor created a “branch grid” roll out plan that included three phases.

Phase 1: The Pilot Study
In May 2010, the CardWizard software was launched at five Bangor area branch locations. A sixth
system was installed at the bank’s operations center because of its close proximity to support resources
and to serve as an instant issuance “backup” for the other branches. The bank retained a contingency
plan to provide back-up levels of card issuance support through Shoreline for mailing a card if
necessary. Jack Henry provided the ability to tag instant issuance cards in the system in order for the
bank to be able to track the activation and usage of the instantly issued cards for comparison with cards
provided in their traditional method via Shoreline.
The pilot was a success, and the bank found that both employees and customers were very excited
about instant issuance. Activation, usage and days to first use metrics exceeded projections.

Phase 2: Broader Roll-out
In August 2010, the bank decided to move forward with Phase 2 and the CardWizard software was
implemented in six additional branches in greater Portland, once again to a high level of acceptance and
success.
	
  	
  
Phase 3: Final Roll-Out
Bangor expects Phase 3 to be completed by March 30, 2011 with the launch of 43 additional branches.
Of those 43 additional branches, 22 will be fully equipped to produce instant issue cards onsite and
21 will be installed with instant issuance software and PIN pads, with the cards printed at a nearby
“sister” branch or at the bank’s operations center. This will enable smaller, rural branches to cost
effectively provide a similar customer experience at account opening.

Over 11 Months

5 Branch Pilot
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7 Branches
Installed in
Major Metro
Areas

55 Branches
Total Installed
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CARD ISSUANCE PROCESS
When a new checking account is opened, a new unembossed MasterCard debit card is instantly issued,
unless the customer chooses to receive an embossed card through the mail.
1. Through the new checking account application process, the debit card product is selected and
set up on the account on the bank’s host database (Jack Henry).
2. If the customer selects the instant issuance option, the customer service representative (CSR)
opens the CardWizard “iClient” software component loaded on the desktop PC.
3. The CardWizard iClient software interfaces with Jack Henry to display the card record
information for that customer’s new check card.
4. The customer selects a PIN using the CardWizard software encrypting PIN pad.
5. The CardWizard software securely transmits the PIN offset data to Jack Henry to update the
card record with the customer-selected PIN.

6. The card is then personalized (printed and encoded) in roughly 60-75 seconds during which time
the CardWizard software monitors the card production process, ensuring a “good” card was
produced. The card is immediately active for both PIN- and signature-based debit transactions.

Branch-Level Configuration of
Hardware and Software Components

LAN in Branch

CardWizard® Enterprise
Server Software

|

Jack Henry/
Debit
Processor

Secure Network

Multiple Desktop PCs Running CardWizard® iClient Software
with Encrypting PIN Pads, Sharing One FCP 20/20 Printer
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Diagram for Issuing/Activating
Check Cards

CardWizard®
iClient Software
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LONG TERM BENEFITS
Bangor Savings Bank has been exceptionally pleased with the performance of the CardWizard software.
Branch installations have gone very well and Datacard Group has provided excellent support for all
installations. The data collected from instant issuance cardholders has exceeded the expectations of the
bank in terms of time to first signature-based debit transaction and card usage. While instant issuance
transactions would be expected to far surpass mailed cards in the first 10 days after account opening, the
11-45 day period showed instant issuance cards performing at a rate 53% higher than mailed cards with
similar aging.

Signature-Based Debit Transactions Per Card
Aged 11-45 Days From Card Receipt

Signature-Based Debit Transactions Per Card
Within 10 Days of Account Opening
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Onboarding
Bangor has witnessed its instant issuance program already producing major benefits in terms of
customer experience. It has been valuable in gaining new customers because of the convenience it
offers when they do not have to wait a week or more for a check card to arrive in the mail after
moving their funds to Bangor. Customer service representatives have found that most new
customers are surprised and extremely pleased when they don’t have to wait for their new check
cards in the mail.
The Bank has an onboarding process to create and develop relationships with new customers
which involves multiple outreach events post-account opening. Instant issuance has changed the
conversation around debit cards, in that customers now have had their debit cards in hand for a
period of time when contacted, and invariably have had some experience using them, creating an
excellent foundation for promoting MasterCard’s debit rewards program.
The biggest surprise has been the excitement of existing customers when they discover that they
can get a replacement card immediately at the branch if their card is lost, stolen or damaged.
Summary
Instant issuance is already differentiating Bangor Saving Bank from its competitors and it has
helped the bank continue building an exciting “You Matter More” brand. Instant issuance
technology gives the bank the ability to offer a variety of new products that leverage the CardWizard
software’s support of multiple card types and graphic personalization, should the bank choose to
pursue that.
The decision to implement instant issuance at Bangor Savings Bank was driven by the strategic
goal of dramatically improving the customer experience while producing measureable benefits in
card activation and usage. Both of these goals have been achieved.
Bangor believes that launching instant issuance was a good strategic decision even with the
changing regulatory landscape of the financial services industry. While increased interchange
revenue from higher usage levels is important to Bangor, the enhanced customer experience has
delivered the most lasting benefit.
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